
The last time we read in Mercurius about the database

of professional literature in the humanities was in

2004 in the foundation plan of the European Book

History Centre’s chief director. From the perspective

of the future centre it defines the setting up and oper-

ation of the database as one of its goals. 

Over the past three or four years since, as a result of

the joint undertaking of the National Széchényi

Library and the University Library of Szeged

University, HUMANUS, the Database of Papers and

Articles in Humanities has been created. HUMANUS

enables librarians and libraries to make public the

results of research work in the field

of book history in the form of bib-

liographic items organized into a

database. It is hoped that the data-

base will play a decisive role in the

lives of scholars and people in

higher education. HUMANUS is,

at the same time, a tool and a pos-

sibility for closer cooperation

between institutions and for realiz-

ing shared goals. Thus it will

become a central element in

Hungarian libraries’ operation.

The recognition motivating the

creation of HUMANUS is not

new, but the idea has not been

implemented so far: processing

articles and papers should be done

with the cooperation of institutions. Up to now,

Hungarian libraries have been building the profession-

al databases of each discipline’s publications in isola-

tion. The result has been no more than unnecessary

parallelisms and far from up-to-date databases of vary-

ing quality that unfortunately cover very few academic

areas. One possible explanation for the shortcoming is

that the integrated systems that libraries use do not usu-

ally have the module that enables the processing of arti-

cles and papers. 

HUMANUS may play a decisive part in our libraries’

undertaking because its library software (a version/mod-

ule developed in the BODZA framework for process-

ing articles and papers) and operational principles

serve the principle of institutional cooperation. 

It is well-known that applications of the BODZA

framework system involve considerably smaller costs

than integrated library systems (average capacity PCs,

Internet access and browsing program). The editing

surface of the database is protected “merely” by a pass-

word: after the necessary negotiations and signing a

contract, HUMANUS is open to any institution that

intends to take a share in the joint task.  

By creating HUMANUS, the National Széchényi

Library is offering cooperation to all libraries in

Hungary. In addition to the free computerized sys-

tem, the Library offers a method of work that helps in

processing, bibliographically exploring and, obviously,

making available (OPAC) to users all the articles and

papers in the collection scope.  As the full name,

Database of Papers and Articles in Humanities sug-

gests, the database collects and processes, according to

document types, the bibliographic processing of arti-

cles and studies in published books and the profes-

sional literature of all fields of humanities. The given

literature can be found by discipline, (e.g. literary his-

tory and criticism, linguistics, history, library studies,

the history of books, etc.)  It is an underlying principle

that the publication could be part of the literature in

all the disciplines.

One of the main objectives of HUMANUS is that arti-

cles and papers issued in Hungary should, to the

extent possible, have their up-to-the-minute process-

ing. Expanding coordinates: HUMANUS enables us

to place yesterday’s and today’s professional literature

into a single bibliographic system. A further goal is to

collect data for articles written by Hungarian authors

but published outside Hungary and non-Hungarian
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authors’ publications related to Hungary, irrespective

of their circulation data. 

One example:

Deréky Pál (1949–)

Erotik in der ungarischen Literatur gegen Ende

des 20. Jahrhunderts / Deréky Pál In: Erotik in der

europäischen Literatur : Textualisierung, Zensur,

Motive und Modelle / [Hrsg.] Herbert Van

Uffelen, Andrea Seidler. – Wien : Praesens Verlag,

2007, p. 37–60.

Another example: 

Paravicini, Werner

Fakten und Funktionen : das Fegefeuer des hl.

Patrick und die europäische Ritterschaft im späten

Mittelalter / Werner Paravicini. – Bibliogr.

a jegyzetekben In: Jean de Mandeville in Europa :

neue Perspektiven in der Reiseliteraturforschung /

Ernst Bremer, Susanne Röhl (Hg.). – München :

Fink, 2007., p. 111–163.

Patrik, Szent (387–461)

Tar Lõrinc (1370k.–1426)

It is undisputable that these goals can only be realized

within sensible time frames if institutions and libraries

work closely together and use earlier bibliographic

sources. Therefore, items that earlier featured on vari-

ous carriers should be turned, through conversion,

into records of HUMANUS. In addition, the solution

of BODZA that enables shared searches makes the

databases of different structures more uniform.  

The development of the IT system is already behind

us (Naturally, there are developments still underway,

and while operating the system, there will always be

new needs arising.) From 2008 HUMANUS has been

public, with its own homepage available through the

National Széchényi Library’s page. In addition to

access to the bibliographic database, there has been a

need also for publishing information to assist cooper-

ation. When the cooperation agreement was

launched, it was signed by the National Library of

Foreign Literature, the National Educational Library

and Museum, the Institute for Literary Studies of the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, The Institute for

Political Sciences of the Hungarian Academy of

Sciences and the Military Library of the Military

Institute and Museum. 

As systematically identifying the potential cooperating

partner still seems to be vital, we are ready to work with

Hungarian  libraries and editorial offices as well as all

other institutions that might have “something to con-

tribute” to the bibliographic processing of Hungary-

related papers and articles in the field of humanities.

Therefore, we welcome the Sepsiszentgyörgy Péter Bod

County Library and the Marburg Herder Institute as

cooperating partners.

Kincsõ Tamás 

tamas.kincso@oszk.hu
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